We consider the sequence of the hyperspheres M n,r i.e. the homogeneous transitive spaces -of the Cartan subgroup SDiag(n, R) of the group SL(n, R), n = 1 . . . , and studied the normalized limit of the corresponding sequence of the invariant measures m n on those spaces. In the case of compact groups and homogeneous spaces, as examplefor classical pairs (SO(n), S n−1 ), n = 1 . . . -the limit of corresponding measures is the classical infinite dimensional gaussian measure -this is well-known Maxwell-Poincare lemma. Simultaneously that Gaussian measure is a unique (up to scalar) invariant measure with respect to the action of infinite orthogonal group O(∞). This coincidences means the asymptotic equivalence between grand and small canonical ensembles for the series of the pairs (SO(n), S n−1 ). Our main result shows that situation for noncompact groups, for example for the case (SDiag(n, R), M n,r ) (the definitions see below), is completely different: the limit of measures m n does not exist in literal sense, and we show that only normalized logarithmic limit of the Laplace transform of those measures does exist. In the same time there exists the measure which is invariant measure with respect to continuous analogue of Cartan subgroup of the group GL(∞) -this is so called infinite dimensional Lebesgue (see [1] ). This difference is an evidence of the non-equivalence between the grand and small canonical ensembles for the noncompact case.
Setting of the problem.
Consider the series of classical Lie groups G n and corresponding homogeneous space M n , equipped with G n -invariant measures m n . Does there exist the natural (weak) limit of such sequences of measures as a measure defined in some infinite-dimensional space?
There are at least two specifications of the question: we can try to find a measure which is invariant under the action of an infinite dimensional analog of our groups; and the second approach is to find a direct limit of the finite dimensional measures. These two approaches coincide for the classical case of orthogonal group SO(n) and spheres S n−1 as homogeneous spaces-we obtain a standard Gaussian measure in both cases -in the first approach -as unique (up to the scalar) ergodic measure which is invariant under infinite dimensional orthogonal group SO(∞) (Schoenberg theorem see [1, 2] ) and in the second approach -as Maxwell-Poincare lemma (MP-lemma) about the weak limit of the sequence of normalized Lebesgue measures on the n − 1-dimensional spheres of the radius c √ n (see detail discussion of this case in [1] ).
We consider the generalization of this scheme for noncompact group. The first nontrivial example is given by the case of the diagonal (Cartan) subgroup SDiag(n, R) of the group SL(nR). More exactly, in the paper [1] we considered the group of positive diagonal matrices with determinant 1,-the group SDiag + (n, R), and its homogeneous space -the manifold, which sometimes called "hypersphere of radius r": M n,r = {{y k } : n k=1 y k = r n , y k > 0, k = 1 . . . n; } as homogeneous transitive space. (r = r n depends on n). One of the infinitedimensional analogue of the group SL(nR) is the group of all bounded linear operators on the space of Schwartz distributions on a manifold T . Then the continuous analog of diagonal (Cartan) group can be define as a group of multiplicators: M a ξ(.) = a(.)ξ(.), where ξ is a Schwartz distribution on the manifold T and f run over the tame functions on T . Define the multiplicative abelian group M of the positive functions a(.) with the condition:
this condition is the logarithmic analog of the condition detA = 1 on diagonal matrices: 1 . Thus M is the continuous analogue of the SDiag + (n, R). It was proved ( [4] ) that there exist the one-parameter family L θ θ > 0 of M-invariant measures on the space S(T ) of the Schwartz distribution on the manifold T ; here S(T ) is Schwartz space; this family of the measures is unique up to scalar; the measures (L 1 is infinite dimensional Lebesgue measure).
The Laplace transform of the measures L θ ; θ > 0 is the functional
the function f is the positive tame function of the manifold T (see [1] ). Note that we can regard the above formulas for the Laplace transform as a definition of the measures L θ ; a constructive definition and the detailed list of the properties of the infinite dimensional Lebesgue measure L 1 can be found in [1] . Note, that the measure L 1 (as well as L θ ) can be considered as a low of "infinite divisible process with sigma-finite measure" generated by semigroup of sigma-finite measure on the [0, ∞) with the density
This explains the formula above for Laplace transform of measure L 1 . In this paper we will calculate directly the asymptotics of the Laplace transform of the invariant measures on the manifolds M n,r and see that it gives another answer than in the first method: the limit of Laplace transform of the measures m n does not coincide with Laplace transform of measures L θ . Thus we have, in a sense, the non-equivalence of two ensembles: Lebesgue measure L 1 is a natural measure on the grand canonical ensemble with Laplace transform written above; from other side the limit of measure on the small ensembles does not exist literally. Nevertheless it is interesting to understand the behavior of asymptotics of the Laplace transform of invariant measure on the hypersphere -the function L, -which has very intriguing properties. We briefly discuss this subject in the end of this paper.
2 The Laplace transform of measures on hyperspheres M n,r
We want to find the asymptotic properties of the invariant measure on the positive Cartan subgroup SDiag + (n, R) (positive diagonal real matrices) of the group SL(n, R) when n tends to infinity. More exactly we want to find the Laplace transform D n (.) of the invariant σ-finite measure on hypersphere M n,r :
(in general, the radius r of the hypersphere depends on n). We use Laplace transform instead of Fourier transform in the case of MP-lemma because the measure m n is not finite but sigma-finite. The group SDiag + acts transitively and freely on this hypersphere. So we want to investigate the following integral over invariant measure m n (.) on M n,r :
Laplace transform of the measure m n on the hypersphere M n,r . The measure m n (.) is the Haar measure on the group SDiag + . Since Haar measure is defined up to constant we can choose the normalization later, but here the choice of the coordinates y has fixed by the normalization of Haar measure. Our goal is to find the asymptotic property of measure m n (.), and for this we use Laplace of the σ-finite measure.
In this section we will calculate the asymptotic of that integral. Let us change variables:
n and then we obtain:
Finally letting x k → x k − ln r n , we obtain the following expression for:
where integration runs over hyperplane:
and
n . Note that keeping in the mind the continuous limit of whole picture we can regard vector f = (f 1 , . . . f n as the values of function f (.) at some points
. . n of the domain of the functions f , then functional ρ(f ) becomes as functional exp ln f (t)dm(t), which is defined on the class of positive functions f of continuous argument t with finite integral of logarithm: ln f (t)dt, ∞ (see details in [1] ). In any case, functional D n depends on geometrical average ρ(f ) of the coordinates of the vector f only. Now recall the definition of the function F n on the positive half line R + which sometime is called Mellin-Barnes functions (see f.e. [7] ):
and this formula reduces our problem to the calculation of the asymptotics of the function F n (.) when n tends to infinity. The role of multiplier ρ will be discussed later. In some sense we get an asymptotic problem about function of one variable ('radius") instead of many variables -the explanation lies in the high symmetry of the initial problem under the group SDiag(n, R + ). We have observed same effect in the problem about asymptotics of the uniform measures on the spheres which also reduces to the asymptotics of the Bessel functions J n (.) of one variable (see [2, 1] ). The function F n plays here the same role and Bessel function in the compact case. But the answer as we will see will be very different.
As is well-known, the function F n satisfies to the differential equation:
and related to the hypergeometric functions. We do not use this properties of F n .
Calculations of the Asymptotics of the Function F n
First of all find integral
where the integration over
Change variables: (x 1 , . . . x n−1 , t) → (x 1 . . . x n ), where x n = t − x 1 − · · · − x n−1 , .., so t = n k=1 x k , and let
The integral under consideration equals:
Now make the change the variable e − t n = λ; then we have:
So the function F n (.) is the inverse Mellin transform of n-th degree of Gammafunction-Γ(s) n (up to multiplier n which we will use later). Thus the functions F n (λ) and Γ(s) n form so-called "Mellin's pair". For example, for n=1 the Mellin pair is the pair of functions (exp s, Γ(s)). Now in order to express function F n (.) and to find its asymptotics we need to use the standard calculation of the following contour integral and apply the saddle point method:
This is the Laplace transforms of the sequence of measures on the orbit of S + Diag(n, R). We want to study the asymptotics of this sequence when n → ∞.
Rewrite the last formula in the "real" form and put s = γ + it
Now we are ready to apply the saddle-point method to the calculation of the asymptotics of the function F n and first of all to find saddle point. 4 Saddle point method for F n .
It turns out that the suitable saddle point is the point (γ, 0) ∈ C where γ is the root of the following equation:
Recall that the fraction Γ ′ (γ) Γ(γ) or logarithmic derivative of Γ-function is well-known Euler's ψ-function and its properties are well-known (see f.e. [6, 5] ).
In particular ψ-function is strictly monotonic on the half-line (0, ∞) and maps it to the whole line (−∞, +∞), so for all λ > 0 there exists a value γ = γ(λ) which satisfies to the equation above. Thus γ = γ(λ), as a function of λ, is inverse function to ψ-function. We will consider this function later.
Rewrite our integral in the form:
Now expand the fraction under the integral into a power series in t at a neighborhood of the point γ:
Our choice of parameter γ leads to the vanishing of the coefficient of the first power of t, so that we have
and, applying the arguments usual for saddle point method (check that point (γ, 0) is indeed the saddle point with respect to imagine and real axis) we obtain the asymptotics
where
.
The function L and its behavior at zero and at infinity
Let us begin with the theorem-definition:
λ γ , where γ and λ are satisfy to the equation:
It seems that the function L is very interesting object; it looks like free energy in statistical mechanics; author do not know if it has been studied in the literature. This function plays role analogous to the role of generators in the theory of semigroups under convolution of the measures, or more exactly, the role analogous to Fourier transformation of generator. Now we can look at the behavior of the function L, which is the main goal of our calculations.
Accordingly to the theorem 1 the function L can be considered as a function not only of λ but which depend on γ:
, Consequently, first of all we need to clarify the interrelation between variables λ and γ by the above equation for γ which can be rewritten as λ = exp ψ(γ).
Theorem 2. The asymptotical correspondence between variables λ and γ at infinity is the following:
and the asymptotical correspondence between λ and γ at the point 0 is the following:
or inversely:
, λ ∼ 0,
. is the Euler constant.
See graph of the function λ = λ(γ) below. Proof. We will use the relations for ψ-function (see [5] 8.365)
It follows that:
here k γ → 1 when γ → ∞. Now use the second relation at the neighborhood of 0; then for z ∼ 0 we have
Consequently λ as function of γ is the following:
From this expression it is easy to obtain expression of γ as function of λ which was done in the formulation of the theorem.
As we have seen, the asymptotical correspondences between λ and γ at zero and at infinity are very different: at infinity the variables are almost equal, while the correspondence at a neighborhood of zero is very nontrivial: all jets of λ as function of γ at zero are vanish.
We consider behavior of function L at zero and at infinity, and also we are interested with value 1. One can verify L is monotonically decreases on (0, ∞) from ∞ at zero to 0 at infinity.
As to asymptotic at 0, our formulas and the properties of functions Γ(.) and ψ(.) imply 
The behavior of the function L at infinity is the following:
See graph of the function L = L(λ) below. 
−λ √ λ The asymptotical formula for the function L at zero follows from the fact that Γ-function has simple pole at zero with residual equal to 1, and Theorem 3:
In order to find the value 1 of the function L it is more convenient to consider the functionL(γ) = L(λ(γ)). Then
Denote by γ cr the value of γ for which (L)(γ cr ) = 1 (critical value). Using expression for λ = exp ψ(γ) we see that ifL = 1, (or, when γ = γ cr ) then we have:
In logarithmic scale we have the equation for this critical value:
It happened that there is a unique such γ cr and approximately
the corresponding value of (recall that λ = exp{
λ cr ∼ 0, 95 . . . . Now we can summarize the obtained information on the function L in order to find the asymptotics of the functions F n (.) in n. A special role plays the behavior of L in the neighborhood of critical point.
Theorem 4.
For each ǫ > 0 the values of function F n (λ) exponentially tends to infinity for all positive λ < λ cr − ǫ, and exponentially tends to zero for λ > λ cr + ǫ when n tends to infinity; there exist a sequence {λ n } which tends to λ c r such that lim n F n (λ n ) = 1 .
Discussion
We have calculated the asymptotic behavior of the Laplace transform D n (f ) of the invariant measures m n on the hyperspheres M n,rn which is defined by asymptotics of the function F n . The answer is given in terms of the distinguish function L and that analysis shows that there is no weak convergence of the measures m n (in the sense of convergence of Laplace transform), and consequently, it is impossible to say that it coincides with Laplace transform of infinite-dimensional Lebesgue measure L 1 .
Recall that the formula of Laplace transform of the measure m n
involves the multiplier ρ n (f ) which is the characteristic of the normalization of the hypersphere M n,rn . The choice of this parameter has geometric sense -this is the growth of radius r n of the hypersphere M n,rn . We can conclude our analysis with the following words -it is impossible to choose the normalization of the radius of the hyperspheres r n for which we obtain the non-degenerated limit distribution of the invariant measures on the hyperspheres. For comparison in the compact case (Euclidean spheres) we can choose the normalized radius equal to c √ n (MP-lemma).
We can say that there is no equivalence between grand-and micro-canonical ensembles in the situation with the last one are noncompact. We will discuss this phenomena elsewhere.
At the same time the analysis of the function L itself is very important itself, because it shows that the behavior of the Laplace transforms F n in n asymptotically looks like Laplace transform of the powers (in the sense of convolution) of some distribution. The main question is: whether function L stands for a generator of some semigroup of infinite-divisible distributions on the half-line, or not.
In conclusion we can say that there is still no suitable theory of divisibility for Laplace transform of the sigma-finite distributions as well as LevyKhinchin type formula for generators and so on, (at least up to the authors knowledge of subject).
Our result also shows although the groups SDiag(n, R) in the natural sense tends (when n tends to infinity) to the group M of all symmetries of that Lebesgue measure L 1 , -it can happened that the individual ergodic theorem (or law of large number) for the increasing sequences of the groups {SDiag(n, R), n = 1 . . . } not valid.
